Abstract
INTRODUCTION
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Extracellular microelectrode arrays provide large-scale measurements of neural spiking and 
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(USB-6351, National Instruments). All ADC cards were synchronized via a shared internal 8 with isoflurane for a second surgery on the recording session day to make three rectangular 182 craniotomies for microprobe insertion. The dura mater was opened to facilitate insertion. An 183 additional craniotomy was made over the posterior cerebellum for placement of an electrical 184 reference wire.
185
After recovery from the first surgery, animals were food restricted and fed daily after each 186 training session to maintain ~90% of their baseline weight. They received water ad libitum.
187
During daily training sessions, animals were mounted with the head bar bracket on a behavioral 
222
Following each experiment the brain was coronally sectioned at 100 μm on a -20 °C cryostat 223 and individual sections were placed in order into a 24 well plate containing cold cryoprotectant 224 solution. We then performed immunohistochemistry using standard procedures on slices in the 225 regions of interest to determine the exact placement of the silicon prongs in each region.
226
Sections were stained for neuronal nuclei with rabbit α NeuN (Cell Signaling Technology D3S3I)
227
and for dopamine terminals with sheep α tyrosine hydoxylase (Millipore AB1542), in addition to 228 the DiD which diffusively labeled tissue near the probe insertion sites. Each of the 1,024 229 recording sites were assigned a coordinate in 3D Cartesian space based on the expected 230 location relative to bregma, and assigned to a brain region based on brain slice confocal 231 imaging ( Fig. 2A) . The following possible region assignments were used: orbitofrontal cortex from the VTA and SN were combined. Local field potential (LFP) coherence maps were 236 constructed using all recording sites.
238
Spike sorting and single-unit position determination
239
The 1,024 electrode array was first subdivided into multiple sets of 2 to 5 local electrodes. Due 240 to the proximity of neighboring recording sites, units were often recorded on multiple electrodes 241 (Fig. 2B) . To minimize globally correlated signal artifacts, the mean background signal was 242 removed from each electrode by subtracting the mean voltage of all electrodes on the 243 corresponding silicon prong. Signals were then filtered in the 600-6500 Hz band, and spikes
244
were detected on the spike trough with an SNR threshold of ~3 (Fig. 2C) 
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For unpaired group comparisons (unpaired group permutation test), we calculated the 291 observed difference in means between the two groups, pooled all of the data, and randomly 292 assigned data points into two shuffled groups. We then calculated the difference in means 293 between the shuffled groups, repeating this step 10000 times. This resulted in a distribution of 294 possible between-group differences in means that could be expected by chance. The fraction of 295 difference values from the random distribution that was greater than the observed mean over 296 the total number of iterations was reported as the p-value for the test. For paired group 297 comparisons (paired group permutation test), paired values from the same subject were never 298 uncoupled during the randomization; otherwise the algorithm was identical to the unpaired test.
299
The permutation test for correlations involved calculating the observed correlation coefficient 
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To demonstrate our recording system's capabilities, we conducted acute recordings with the ganglia, we trained mice to perform olfactory discrimination with a Pavlovian reward conditioning 339 task (Cohen et al. 2012) . Our experimental setup allowed us to deliver external olfactory and 340 reward stimuli, and monitor licking to assess behavioral performance (Fig. 3A) . Over several 341 sessions, animals were repeatedly presented with a conditioned stimulus paired with a reward 342 (CS+ trials), and a second neutral stimulus that was delivered without reward (CS-trials).
343
During training mice acquired an anticipatory licking response that was selective to CS+ over an individual animal (308 units), we first performed dimensionality reduction using principal 348 component analysis (PCA) on mean stimulus-triggered firing rate ( 
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To map the spatiotemporal organization of these activity patterns, we first subdivided the (Fig. 3D) . Next we examined regional population dynamics by visualizing the mean 15 prominent feature is the appearance of continuously modulated activity patterns that persist 362 longer for CS+ than CS-trials.
363
In order to examine the spatiotemporal relationship of task modulated activity, we obtained 364 signal correlation coefficients, calculated in correct CS+ trials. We then performed k-means 365 clustering on r signal values from each region separately (Adler et al. 2012; Dombeck et al. 2009;  representing the entire recording field (Fig. 3F) (Fig. 4D) . further supporting a 394 link between resting and signal correlations.
395
We next determined the proportion of statistically significant pairwise correlations in the 396 resting state, which we refer to as the network's functional connectivity (Fig. 4E) . We reasoned 397 that since shared synaptic inputs to a subset of neurons is likely to promote a similar activation 398 pattern during the behavioral task, signal correlations should be higher among functionally 
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Together, these results demonstrate our novel recording technology's ability to map correlated 
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The advantage of monitoring neural activity across multiple scales is evident by our 
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were assigned to the cortex and striatum, and the other areas were assigned two clusters.
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Solid lines demarcate the brain areas where k-means clustering took place separately.
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Dashed lines indicate the cluster boundaries within each area. 
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were assigned to the cortex and striatum, and the other areas were assigned two clusters. 
